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WASHINGTON, DC – Tuesday, April 26, 2022 – Last week, the Biden Administration reversed a 2020 Trump Administration effort to modernize federal permitting under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), which had been the first major update to the law in 40 years. The 1970 law requires federal agencies to assess the environmental impact of major projects, and the changes from the previous Administration were designed to produce more efficient reviews and more timely decisions, setting a two-year goal for completing reviews while upholding America’s strong environmental safeguards.

Despite the Biden Administration’s reversal, there has been a steady drumbeat of calls to modernize permitting.

In Case You Missed It…

- ClearPath’s Alex Fitzsimmons wrote in the Washington Examiner on April 25, 2022, Biden rollback of Trump-era permitting reforms will harm his own clean energy agenda
  ○ “Unfortunately, good policy in the 1970s has not kept pace with the times. The NEPA process today often means federal permitting can take five to 10 years and cost millions of dollars. This undermines our ability to build more clean energy rapidly to reduce emissions, grow the economy, and reduce dependence on foreign energy.”

  ○ “Burdensome regulations are impeding clean-energy projects nationwide. The U.S. won’t reach its climate goals unless that changes.”

  ○ “But even if President Biden could pass his climate agenda through Congress, the green infrastructure he imagines could still be blocked by obstacles liberals have constructed.”
ClearPath’s Rich Powell wrote for Scientific American, on February 28, 2022, “Three Fixes to Build Energy Projects Cleaner and Faster”
  "Fast track minimal impact projects…Speed reviews of essential protections….Limit legal action to under one year.”

The House Energy and Commerce Committee Republicans also released a number of proposals as part of Earth Day, April 22, 2022, as part of their Securing Cleaner American Energy agenda, which includes a number of bills on permitting improvements.
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